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Lihir Livestock project kicks off

T

he Lihir Sustainable Development
Plan (LSDP) launched its first
commercial project with the
signing of agreements and groundbreaking
ceremony of the Lihir Integrated Livestock
Project on November 10.
The K13.8m Lihir Integrated Livestock
Project is a milestone project which was
described as another achievement for the
people of Lihir, Namatanai and the New
Ireland Province.
Member for Namatanai, Byron Chan,
ceremoniously planted the ‘tanget’ plant
on the project site at Mdehon, Kunaiye
indicating the official groundbreaking
event, which was done by the President of
the Nimamar Rural Local Level Government
(NRLLG), Clement Dardar.
Mr Chan said that such a project will
help the people of Lihir in sustaining their
livelihood after the gold mining project
closes.
He said the livestock project is the
first integrated project in any local level
government in New Ireland, and is a guide
for any future development in Namatanai
and Kavieng districts.
Mr Chan congratulated all the
stakeholders involved in the realization of
the project and urged the people of Lihir
to take ownership of the project so that the
success will be sustainable.
He said as a new Member he has learnt
a lot from the people of Lihir and will use
the sustainability concept to plan similar
projects for the people in Namatanai.
The livestock project involves piggery,

Antap: Ol lidaman i stap wanbel long projek. Hankais em Marc Soipang, siaman bilong LMALA, namel em Clement Dardar,
president bilong NRLLG na han sut em Memba bilong Namatanai Byron Chan.

poultry, abattoir and a feed mill. It will be
managed by NCS Farms, a joint venture
between Boroma Ltd from Port Moresby
and Nationwide Catering Services Ltd
(NCS).
NCS, with its catering network all over
the country, will provide the market for the

livestock project.
Construction will be supervised by
NCS, and is expected to start at the end
of November with the project to be fully
operational in the next 18 months.
The livestock project will be implemented

in three stages with the piggery as the first
stage and poultry including layers, meat
birds and abattoir as the second stage. The
third stage will be the feed mill where stock
feed will be manufactured for the pigs and
chickens.

‘Mineral Resources Lihir….igo het nau’

A

sples kampani MRL o Mineral
Resources Lihir i kamap wanepla
kampani nau we i wok long igo
het, na em ken i kamapim win moni.
Marc Soipang, husait emi siaman bilong
MRL, itokaut tu olsem olgeta dinau bilong
MRL ipinis.
“Long dispela taim, olgeta dinau bilong
MRL i pinis nau, MRL i fri nau long wokim ol
invesmen bilong em,” em i tok.
Dispela ikamap bihain long bod bilong
MRL ibin kamap long wanpela tingting long
salim sampela sias bilong ol long sevisim
dispela ol dinau bilong ol.
Mista Soipang i tok balens sit bilong MRL
i soim olsem kampani i sanap strong turu
long dispela taim.

“MRL nau em wanpela kampani we igat ol
aset we i mekim ol sheas bilong ol wantaim
tu ol sampela kes moni.”
Emi tok tu olsem narapela samting MRL
i mekim kamap em kampani nau istap
wantaim Australian Stock Exchange long
bik ples Australia olsem wanpela investa.
“Narapela samting MRL i achivim em ol
Australian Stock Exchange i tritim olsem
institusenel investa, em minim olsem
invesmen bilong MRL istap long level we oli
ken tritim olsem dispela kain investa.”
Emi tok bipo Trust Deed pepa ibin blokim
ol we ol ino bin gat sans long kisim bisnis
olsem investa.
“Nau iwok long kamap, so mipela iwok
long mekim moni long dispela stok maket.”

Mista Soipang itok tu olsem bai gat senis
bai kamap long ol dairekta we ol pipol
bilong Lihir yet bai ken lukluk long wanpela
taim bai MRL ikolim wanpela miting.
Em tok olsem igat tupela samting we oli
mas steretim long dispela miting.
Wanpela em shareholding bilong ol long
Lihir Gold Limited.
“Taim ol dispela ol senis iwok long kamap,
shareholding blong MRL tu iwok long senis
so mipela bai steretim wantaim LGL.”
Namba tu em, MRL bai kamaut long
dispela menesmen bilong Mineral Resources
Development Company (MRDC).
‘Dispela nau mipela iwok long wok long
en,’ Mista Soipang i tok.
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Public Forum

Chan tells miners to work with him
Story by Jimmy Peter

N

ew Ireland Governor Sir
Julius Chan has called on
mining companies in the
province to work closely
with the provincial government in
the future.
Sir Julius made this call to senior
management from Lihir Gold Limited,
Allied Gold (Simberi) and Nautilus
Minerals Niugini who were in Kavieng
on October 6 at the invitation of the
governor to present to his cabinet
and senior public servants updates
on the respective projects.
Company representatives made
power point presentations on their
operations covering topics from

production to safety, recruitment,
health, environment and community
relations during the meeting, a first
meeting of it’s kind in the province.
It was a day of first’s as the presentations carried out by the provinces
first gold mine (Lihir) which produces
the first geothermal electricity, Allied
Gold’s what could be the world first
aerial ropeway (such as those used
to carry skiers up the slopes) to take
ore from the mine to the process
plant and the world first underwater
mining to be carried out by Nautilus
Minerals Inc.
Sir Julius told the visitors that he
and his officers were very privileged
and thankful that the company
representatives were able to take

Chan to say sorry to Bougainville and PNG People
Mi laik sapotim toktok bilong
‘Future MP, Lelet Plateau’ long Lihir
i Lamel newspaper (Public Forum)
long July issue, 2007. Mi laik sapotim
toktok bilong Joseph Kabui, president
bilong Autonomous Bougainville
Government, long Sir Julius Chan
long “tok sori” long ol pipol bilong
Bougainville na PNG.
Hevi bilong Bougainville, i kamap
bihainim Panguna Copper Mine Lease
Agreement Review. Dispela agrimen
ibin pinis long 1984. Long 1983 North
Solomons Provincial Government na
Panguna Copper Mine Landowners i
singaut long Review bilong agrimen,
Tasol National Government na BCL
ino bin mekim inapim, oli fail long
Review. 1984 tu em wankain, National
Government na BCL ino kamap long
dispela Agreement Review. Olosem
na ol Panguna Landowners istat long
kamapim hevi long leit 1984 igo na i
kamapim Bougainville Crisis (10 years
conflict).
Long 1983 & 1984 Sir Julius Chan
ibin Prime Minister bilong PNG na i fail
long lukluk long Bougainville Panguna
Copper Mining Lease Agreement

long 1983/1984 na bai putim interest
bilong ol landowners bilong Panguna
igo insait long dispela review. Dispela
emi kamapim bikpela hevi long
Bougainville na PNG na world ologeta.
Bai inogat hevi long Bougainville sapos
Sir Julius wantaim government bilong
em i reviewim Bougainville Panguna
Copper Mining Lease Agreement long
1983/84 na putim interests bilong
Panguna landowners igo insait long
dispela nupela Agreement. Sandline
Mercenaries Crisis long Bougainville,
emi wanpela decision bilong Sir Julius
wantaim National Government bilong
PNG, taim emi Prime Minister. Emi
wanpela WRONG DECISION bilong em
wantaim government bilong em, we
emi no bihainim democracy na PNG
Constitutional Rights bilong ol pipel
bilong PNG.
Former Premier, late Theodore
Miriung bilong Kieta, ol PNG Security
Forces o BRA ibin kilim em long taim
bilong Bougainville Crisis istat! Dispela
ikam long toktok o oda bilong husat?
Yumi no save yet! National Government
tete, mas putim Independent inquiry
na coroners inquest igo insait

long ol dispela bikpela hevi bilong
Bougainville na PNG ologeta. Sir Julius
mas kam aut klia na tok ‘sorry from
his heart’, to the people of PNG and
Bougainville, for the BAD DECISIONS of
his Government, that caused the crisis
(10 years ago) in Bougainville of PNG,
causing a lot of lives and properties,
if he is a true PNG nationalist leader
(once & for all).
Let us tell the truth, live by the truth
and walk the truth, so that the truth
will set us free, always!!!
Em tasol na God bai blessim yupela
ologeta. Mi grassroot man tasol long
Las Kona, na mi stap long Bougainville
(Panguna / Arawa) long 1978 na igo
inap long 1985, we dispela ol toktok
iwok long kamap long ol aspeles
Bougainville na Panguna Papa Graun
na mi bin save yet bai igat bikpela hevi
bai kamap long North Solomons, so
mi move out long Bougainville long
middle of 1985, ikam long Niu Ailan.
LAS KONA GRASS ROOTS
Metlak Base Camp
Waiting Valley, Konoagil LLG
Namatanai District

Wai na Lihir i Lamel ino save go long olgeta hap?
Mi wanpela Lihirian na mi stap
long longwe hap stret. Mi rait ikam
long dispela niuspepa long autim
wari bilong mi.
I luk olsem dispela niuspepa em no
save kamap long Lae. Ol poro bilong
mi i bin kambek long Kimbe na ol
givim mi Lihir i Lamel. Mi laik askim
wai na Lihir i Lamel ino save kamap
long olgeta hap long PNG na olgeta
manmeri bai ritim?
Lihir em wanpela bikpela projek

insait long PNG na i afektim planti
samting insait long provins na kantri
tu. Olsem na yupela mas putim long
olgeta kona, ino long NGI tasol.
Lihir blo Lae
Morobe Province
Edita bekim
Tenkyu long rait ikam. Yes, em tru
olsem Lihir i Lamel isave raunim NGI

tasol.
Nau yet Lihir i Lamel bai go long han
bilong LSDP na dispela tingting bilong
go aut long olgeta kona bilong PNG
em stap pinis.
Long Niu Yia bai yu lukim Lihir i
Lamel ikam long Lae.
Yes, Lihir i Lamel em wanpela
impoten kominiti niuspepa na mipela
tu i laikim olgeta manmeri long PNG
long ritims nius.

Henry femili salim tok hamamas
Mipela ol Peter Henry femili. Nao
mipela stap long Mosa Oil Palm
long Kimbe, Wes Nu Briten provins.
Bifo, mipela i bin stap long Lihir
long 5-pela yia olgeta na mipela gat
planti ol gutpela memoris, planti ol
gutpela poroman na poromeri na tu
ol femili prens long Lihir.
Taim mipela lusim yupela ol palik
bilong mipela long Putput, em
mipela wari nogut tru na aiwara i
bin pundaun wantaim.
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Mipela Henry femili salim tok
hallo, tok hamamas na krismas
gritings ikam long olgeta femili
friends bilong mipela long Putput,
Palie, Kinami, Marahun, Malie,
Masahet, Mahur na bikples Lihir.
Na bikpela hallo igo long mama
na papa long Putput nambawan
ples, John Bong long Marita klab
na tu igo long John Dau na Jimmy
Drekore bilong Sunset Basketbol
Klab.

Mi na man bilong mi Peter i bin
plei insait long Sunset klab long
Lihir na mipela tingim yet ol pleias,
sapotas na basketbol lain bilong
Lihir, espesely Bernice, Sheryl, mama
Liz na olgeta susa bilong Marahun.
Mipela luk fowet long bungim
yupela ken wanpela gutpela taim.
Peter & Elizabeth Henry &
pikininis, Mosa Transport, Kimbe,
WNB province

time from their busy schedules to
make interesting and informative
presentations.
He said however that as company’s
operating in New Ireland must show
the same mutual cooperation they
(companies) have with the national
government with the provincial
government as this has been
something that has been lacking in
the past.
The company representatives told
Sir Julius that they look forward to
working closely with his government
and also accepted the invitation
by him to attend a New Ireland
Provincial Government Workshop
later in October.

Thanks Lihir for the memories
Like many others the time has come
for me to move on. I have thoroughly
enjoyed my time here at Lihir, from
the very first days of Thiess Roche
Lihir Joint Venture to LMC and then
LGL. Without you all, my life on this
beautiful island would not have been
a memorable one.
I therefore would thank you all who
have contributed greatly to my 11
and a half years stay on Lihir.
I feel honoured to have been a part
of Lihir Gold having been fortunate
enough to see it go through the
early stages of construction, through
production to where we are now.
Your support, love and friendship
will be much treasured by me and

my family and we hope our paths will
cross again one day. It will be very
hard to get Lihir out of my system.
On behalf of my family I would
to thank you so much LIHIR GOLD
LIMITED a great company to work for
and the friendly people I have worked
with leaving with fond memories.
I will be heading off home to
Manus Island to a little distant island
called Pam Island, Baluan relaxing in
the sunshine under the equator and
enjoy fishing for the rest of my days.
I wish you all and your families all
the very best of the future.
Peter Daniel
Pam Island, Manus

Fri edukesen bai wok o nogat?
Mi wanpela konsen papa na mi laik
autim wari bilong mi long dispela
fri edukesen polici bilong Chan
gavman.
I tru olsem yumi ol papa mama i
save feisim hat taim stret long baim
skul fi bilong ol pikinini olgeta yia. So
i gutpela long Sir Julius i tok em bai
givim halivim long fri edukesen neks
yia.
Tasol, mi laik askim yupela ol
papamama olsem husat i kamapim ol
pikinini? Sapos yu kamapim, yu mas
gat tingim long lukautim. Dispela
kain fri hendaut em no nap wok. Niu
Ailan em kamap las long nesinel gred
8 eksam pepa las yia.
Fri edukesen bai senisim dispela
risalt o nogat?
Mi no ting fri edukesen bai wok. Ol

provins we ol gat fri edukesen olsenm
Sauten Hailens, ol risalt bilong gred
10 eksams ino bin kamap gutpela.
Ating moa beta, yumi mas fokas
long bildim ol gutpela skul haus,
stokim wantaim gutpela laibri, ol
gutpela ekwipmen long lainim,
sanapim gutpela haus bilong ol tisa.
Gavman mas lukluk long gutpela
insentiv bilong pulim ol top Niu Ailan
tisa ikam bek long ples.
Na tu, bikpela samting em gavman
mas givim insentiv long ol sumatin
long traim na winim na go pas long
olgeta long kantri.
Mi yet mi ting fri edukesin bai no
nap wok.
Bus Tisa
Lavongai

Letters, comments, debates, issues are welcome and
can be addressed to:

The Editor, Lihir i Lamel, PO Londolovit,
Lihir Island, New Ireland Province
Our email address is:- lili@lihir.com.pg for those who wish
to send their letters by email. As a sign of good faith, all
letters must be signed and must include a telephone,
email or PO contact.

Community News

John Pong
The Birth of a Big Man - Clan Leader
with

T h e r e
are special
initiation
ceremonies that a child goes
through from the time he/she is
conceived in the mother’s womb to
when he/she reaches youth. As in
other parts of PNG Lihir has its own
sacred ceremonies that are held
for initiation of a child. Such sacred
initiations are normally done to a
male child who is to be brought
up to inherit the leadership of his
clan. Such a child is refered to in
the Lihir Language as “Tsik Ararum”.
A Tsik Ararum is normally the firstborn male child of a woman. The
initiation ceremonies described in
this article are however, very rarely
practised today.
When a woman has been
pregnant for two months (first time
pregnant) she gives notice to her
mother who then reveals the news
of the girls pregnancy to her uncles.
Her uncles then start to prepare
for the initiation ceremonies that
would be done to the woman and
the child when he is born.

The first ceremony held is
the SIEKOH. This is basically an
announcement ceremony and
involves 1 pig, lots ripe bananas
and mami cakes baked in the
mumu (traditional stone oven).
An announcement is made to
the public including the woman’s
brothers that the woman is
now pregnant. Usually only the
immediate relatives of the woman
attend.
During mid pregnancy another
ceremony is held. This is called
TEKTIP SASIEH, which means and
involves removal of the woman’s
traditional bra. This ceremony
involves about 2-3 pigs, lots and
lots of banana and garden food.
During the main event of the
ceremony, the woman wears the
traditional bra, which is the SASIE
made out of a special grass leaves.
This traditional bra is removed in
public as a sign that the woman is
now ready to have her first child.
When the time comes for the
woman to give birth, a fence of
coconut leaves is erected around

the woman’s house so that the
child can be born in secret. Only
adult and older women can enter
this fence. When the child is born,
a cone shell is blown in the fence.
This is to let people know that the
woman has given birth. When the
umbilical cord is removed, a pig is
killed and eaten. The next day, the
child is named by a person who
has naming rights (example, uncle)
and a Mis is given to the child. Left
overs from the naming feast are
not thrown away. They are stringed
together on a bamboo and left in
front of the child’s birthplace.
After sometime, the baby leaves
his hiding place and is carried
around in the village, stopping in
front of every Big Man’s house. The
child is introduced to every Big
Man in the village and each one
of them lays Mis on him. After this
another ceremony is held which
is called TSKO A PUNDAL, which
means removal of blood. During
this ceremony, little cuts are made
on the baby’s skin around the
stomach and blood is allowed to

flow out. This is a sign of removal
of the old blood (reproduction
blood) and the acknowledgement
of the child as a new being. Pigs
are again slaughtered and a feast is
held. During this feast, all remains
from previous ceremonies are
then burnt and the child pays back
Mis to those Big Men who placed
Mis on him during the child’s tour
of the village. Every Mis is given
back together with an extra Mis.
Customary processes regarding
pregnancy of a woman and birth of
the first-born male child ends here.
The child then continues to grow
and awaits the other ceremony
called KUERKO. This is normally
held when the child is above three
years old.
During Kuerko, there is a special
pig slaughtered by the child’s clan.
This pig is regarded as the ‘pig of the
ceremony’ should be to the value
of twenty Mis. This pig (male pig)
is killed apart from other pigs and
is normally the biggest from the
others. Leaders of other clans pay
very close attention when this pig is
being cut and shared because they
have to payback those pig meat
whenever they stage a Kuerko for
a child from their clan. Some pieces
of the pig are also used to payback
pig meat given to the child’s clan
during previous Kuerko ceremonies.

The child’s father brings another
pig of the same size to the feast.
Both these two pigs are sacred pigs
and should be eaten only in the
Haus Boi (men’s’ house). No pieces
of these pigs can be taken out of
the Haus Boi. The child’s clan also
kills 2 – 3 other pigs to be offered
to boys of the same status from
other clans. The child’s mother and
her sisters kill female pigs and these
are shared among women who
attended the feast.
In the past, KUERKO is normally
a sign that the child is a future Big
Man in his clan and the village. His
parents and uncles will look after
him and make sure he acquires
the necessary leadership skills and
customary knowledge so that he
can be well equipped to lead the
clan in future. The Kuerko ceremony
is only held for the first male child of
a woman who is the eldest female
in her family. Today however the
ceremony is held for every male
child who is the first born of any
woman. This is a deviation from the
tradition of the past.

John Pong is Community Relations
Supervisor for LGL’s Community
Liaison Department

‘New District Treasury office….
convenient for people of Lihir’
Lihir has become the only sub-district in
any one province in Papua New Guinea to
have its own treasury office.
The establishment of the District Treasury
office is an initiative under the Lihir Sustainable
Development Plan (LSDP) under Chapter One
of the revised Integrated Benefit Package
(IBP), which is the Nimamar Rural Local Level
Government (NRLLG).
The District Treasury office was officially
opened on November 8 with the printing of
the first cheque.
The special occasion was witnessed by Lihir
Mining Area Landowners Association (LMALA)
chairman, Marc Soipang, Lihir Gold Limited’s
LSDP manager, Joe Daimol, NGI assistant
secretary for Provincial and District Financial
Management Division, Geoffrey Kedeke, New
Ireland Provincial Treasurer, Oscar Nokop,
ENB Provincial Support Advisor for Provincial
Capacity Building Rei Gamoga Melepia, Lihir
District Treasurer Alpheaus Daniel and staff of
the new treasury office.
According to LSDP Planning and Monitoring

Committee secretary, Patrick Kiraga, the
treasury office was set up because of the large
amount of money involved from the IBP.
Mr Kiraga said the new treasury office will
make it easier to access funds for projects
and programs, instead of having to go to
Namatanai or Kavieng, which is a fair distance
away. It will also provide an accountable
and transparent system for managing large
amounts of money.
He added that Lihir is a special case because
of the K20 million a year budget for the people
of Lihir alone.
The District Treasury office will be manned
by treasurer Alpheaus Daniel, accountant
Bernard Torovia, examiner Catherine Penge,
and Provincial Government Accounting
System machinist Serah Manau.
“Our job is to control and monitor the
public funds,” said district examiner, Catherine
Penge.
Mrs Penge added that there will be
transparency in the monitoring and controlling
of funds as the procedures in place requires

New Treasury: Leaders Marc Soipang and Clement Dardar display the first cheque
printed at the new Treasury Office.
any claims to be sighted by more than one
person before it is finally approved.
The treasury staff, including administration
and LLG officers went through a three-day
induction workshop, facilitated by Finance
and Treasury officers from Rabaul, Kavieng

and Port Moresby.
The purpose of the workshop was to
familiarize the Lihir officers on the government
accounting system.

LGL, partners & community reach out to Oro people
Lihir Gold Limited, its partners and
the community have responded
positively to assist the people of
flood ravaged Oro province.
LGL’s
Government
Liaison
Manager Borone Isana handed
over K15,000 to Sir Rabbie
Namaliu, Chairman of
the
Nationwide
Relief Organising
C o m m i t t e e
(NROC) on Dec 12
as the company’s
commitment to the
national relief effort.
Ten of its company
workers from Oro
Claudia Bogino with her Oro appeal box
were directly affected
outside Papindo Shop
by the flood, with
most having lost

homes, and some having lost family
members. On Lihir Island, various
community groups also did their
part to raise awareness for donations
in cash and kind towards assisting
those affected by the floods.
The Southern Region group
was also heavily involved in public
fundraising. Led by Papua leaders
Thomas Kevaro (Gulf), John Safitoa
and Emmanuel Bogino (Oro), Peter
Albert and Joshua Marc (Milne Bay),
Raymond Paru and Gilo Solomon
(NCD / Central), the group raised
over K3,196 and collected bales of
clothing and cooking utensils.
The Nimamar Rural and Local
Level Government also made
a commitment of K6000, to be
donated as part of the New Ireland

Government’s contribution to the
relief efforts.
The Lihir Sports & Social Club
donated a cheque of K5000, the Lihir
Game Fishing Club also donated a
percentage of its weekly Joker Draw,
Lihir International Primary School
students and various families,
including the LGL resident workforce
expatriates and national families
at its Townsite residences and
local Lihirian businesses like Lihir
Electrical Ltd and families on Lihir
donated clothing to be distributed
to the people in Oro.
The LGL Supply Department has
also agreed to transship donations
of clothing and household cooking
items to Lae as part of the relief
effort.

Chairman of the Southern Region
Oro & Milne Bay Disaster Appeal
Committee Thomas Kevaro thanked
everyone who had responded to the
appeal.
He specially thanked LGL acting
Executive
General
Manager
(Operations) Murray Eagle and his
wife Trixie Eagle, John Hughes (LGL
Supply) Jonathan and Caroline
Hardy, Tania Etschmann (LSSC), Jane
Hurley (LGFC), Tom Pointon (LIPS)
and members of his committee for
working together as a team.
He would also like to publically
acknowledge and say thank you
to all the wonderful people of Lihir
Island (Lihirians, PNG Nationals &
Expatriate community) for their
generous donations in cash & kind,
when the public appeal went out
four weeks ago.
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New District Court
House for Lihir

Ground Breaking: Marc Soipang, Clement Dardar and Chief Magistrate John Numapo

Picture & Story by Cynthia Karani
Lihir sub-district will now have a new court
house. A ground breaking ceremony was
held on November 16 to set the foundation
on the land in Londolovit township area on
which the court house will be built.
Chief Magistrate of PNG John Numapo was
the special guest at the ceremony along with
NRLLG president Clement Dardar and LMALA
chairman Mark Soipang.
Once completed, the new court house will
provide the community with basic judicial
services like hearings of civil and criminal
cases, land court cases, coronial inquests, and
children’s court etc.
In addition it will also assist people to draft
and issue summons and launch complains.
The court house will be designed in such
a way that it will depict traditional Lihirian
architecture and art designs. Once completed
the court house will be seen as a landmark,
something that Lihirians can relate to.
Speaking at the ground breaking ceremony
Chief Magistrate John Numapo said once
the office is established man power will

be boosted as currently there is only one
magistrate serving the people of Lihir.
Additional staff will include a clerk of court
and two assistants.
He said the construction of the court house
will start after a few months as there are slight
adjustments yet to be made to the design of
the building.
The construction of the court house is a
co-funded project by Nimamar Local Level
Government (NRLLG) and the Magisterial
Services of Papua New Guinea.
The Chief Magistrate also thanked Lihir
Gold Limited for giving its lease land to the
Magisterial Services and NRLLG to build the
new district court house on.
The development is in line with the
government’s District Services Improvement
program (DSI) under the Medium Term
Development Strategy (MTDS) to disseminate
basic services like postal, bank, education
and court to people living in rural areas.
Currently the old court house is operating
out of the New Ireland Provincial Administration Sub district office with magistrate
Sam Lavutul presiding.

ISOS honours long
service employees
ISOS
Medical
Services
recently eight years and medical officer Paul Caiger
recognised the long and loyal service of its who will be leaving in the new year.
staff to medical services on Lihir Island.
ISOS Human Resource Director,
On October 4 the Medical Centre Robert Dadge and Operations Manager
organised a party at the Town Maintenance (Australasia)
Janelle
Mulholland
hauswin to honour the services of the congratulated the long service staff for
employees, including another six staff who their commitment to ISOS.
also clocked five years respectively.
And in farewelling Mea and Caiger on
The honours list in the 10 years category behalf of ISOS, they commended the two
comprised of staff nurses Francisca
for their contributions
Tukas, Martha Kiapbok, Berthina
towards ISOS Lihir.
Tukas, Julie Powes, Rose Kare,
“ISOS appreciates
Ruth Paska and Cathy Aaron;
his loyalty and hard
Community
Health
workers
efforts
put
into
Reman Kolmau, Winnie Kiapwas,
public health services
and Ludwina Areh; Laboratory
and the operations
technicians Francis Lusem and
International SOS has
Martin Kirara; Health Extension
had with LGL for the
officer Slim Pukarui, and driver
last ten years.”
Maurice Pauria.
Mr Dadge and Ms
Those who served five years
Mulholland
came
and above were Health Extension
across from their
officer Vui Mea, Director Medical
head office in Sydney
Services Chris Wium; Health
to celebrate the
Administrator Bernice Suma;
occasion with the
Public Health supervisor Raymond
recipients as they are
Paru; and staff nurses Margaret
Nurse Martha Kiapbok... part of a 6,000 big
Bauelua and David Tohielaz.
international family.
10 years to ISOS.
The event was also a special
occasion as the medical staff farewelled
HEO Mea, who had been with ISOS for

ISOS staff and their awards

10 Teachers for Adult Literacy Training
Picture & Story by Cynthia Karani
Lihir now has 10 qualified female teachers
in the Lir vernacular for Adult Literacy
Training Program.
LGL Social Development, Women’s
Coordinator Helen Tsapan congratulated
the 10 during a Training of Trainers (ToT)
workshop on Friday, November 16 at the Bible
Translation Centre, Londolovit village.
Mrs Tsapan commended the women for
being bold enough to take up the challenge
to learn how to read and write in their local
language as they were mothers and had
family and children to look after and gardens
to tend.
She stressed it is also important for mothers
to be literate because it will help them to read
prescriptions for their sick child, prices of store
goods, recipes and so forth.
The ToT workshop facilitator Shinhee Park of
Summer Institute of Linguists (SIL) issued the
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teachers with teaching aid and materials like
lecture pads, A4 papers, Lir alphabet posters,
pencils and so on.
With these resources they will then go
back to their respective wards and run similar
workshops for interested persons on how to
read and write in the Lir language.
Furthermore Mrs Tsapan added that Lihir is
the first of the six mining centres in Papua New
Guinea to achieve the first goal Education and
Literacy under the Women in Mining National
Action Plan.
The aim of the goal is to increase the rate of
literacy in Papua New Guinea especially mine
affected areas which are rapidly developing.
The other seven goals range from Health Care
Awareness and Family Planning to Promotion
of Safe ad Peaceful communities.
Rosemary Tohieelats of Lienbel village
is one of the teachers. She said she is very
happy that she’s now able to read and write
in her mother tongue and she hopes she can

Tokples teachers: The 10 proud Lihirian women with Lir vernacular teacher Sinhee
Park from the SIL
pass this knowledge on to others. The Adult
Literacy Training program is funded by Lihir
Gold Limited through its External Affairs and

Sustainable Development division.
Editors Note: Lir in this article refers to
Lihir.

LSDP Special - LSDP EM WANEM SAMTING

LSDP…what is it?
Prior to the Lihir Project,
people were talking about
the “Peketon” (meaning ‘wave’
in Lihirian tokples), and Lihir
becoming a city.
This Lihir dream formed the spirit of the
Integrated Benefit Package (IBP) upon
which the IBP was concluded.
The spirit of the IBP was the following
objectives:
1. Parallel Development – to ensure that
development in all villages in Lihir will
happen in parallel to the development of
the Lihir Gold Project.
2. Balance Development – to ensure
that development in Lihir is balanced in all
villages and Wards in Lihir.
3. Sustainable Development – to ensure
that development in Lihir is sustainable.
That development in Lihir must be able to
sustain itself without being dependant on
the Lihir Gold Project.
4. Stable Development – to ensure that
development in Lihir is stable, which must
happen in harmony with the Lihir society,
and not destroy and erode the order and
culture that existed in the society prior to
the operation of the Lihir Gold Project.
But there was no clear plan as to how
these four objectives were to be attained.
The existing IBP mistakenly linked the
attainment of these objectives to the Lihir
Gold Project which is based on a ‘handout
mentality’ and the supply driven system.
It did not have a realistic development
plan and a vehicle to implement that plan
in order to attain the four objectives.

These objectives remained unachieved
even though the project has been operating
for ten years.
The causes of the non attainment of the
four objectives was addressed again in the
Revised IBP.
The LSDP was designed to ensure the
attainment of these objectives.
It was developed by Lihirians as the plan
to correct the situation, a homegrown
concept to create a model for sustainable
development on Lihir, New Ireland and
eventually Papua New Guinea.
It will address life after the mine, and will
create hope for the people to continue to
live on Lihir Island.
The Lihir Sustainable Development Plan
is Nimamar Rural Local Level Government’s
(NRLLG) 20 year plan for the development
of Lihir.
It incorporates the following:
1. The Lihir Destiny
For every Lihirian to be self reliant and
financially independent.
2. The Vision
To create a happy, wealthy, healthy and
wise society.
3. The Mission
To develop every Lihirian mentally,
physically, spiritually, emotionally and
financially
This goals will be achieved in three
distinct stages:
4. Holistic Human Development –
‘positive development required to change
the mindset to “I can, or mi nap in tok pisin”.’
The task is to equip (empower) each and
everyone with the right mindset, and that
is being facilitated through the Personal

Viability (PV) course, and PV Home school.
All the priority projects and programs under
the Revised Integrated Benefit Package
(IBP) are geared at addressing Holistic
Human Development.
5.
Economic
Development
for
Communities – ‘giving the people the
opportunity’. It is to create a conducive
environment by creating the opportunities
for them to exercise their holistic mindset.
This will be done through the Economic
Development for Communities Program
(EDCP) through nucleus estate projects and
programs.
6. Entrepreneurial Class Development
– ‘setting the people free’. Once the people
have changed their mindset, they enter
into micro-economic activities through the
conducive environment provided to them.
Those that want to become very successful
businessmen and women will create the
Lihir Entrepreneurial Class. This is the class
of businessmen and women who will
underwrite the development of the Lihir
economy.
The LSDP was developed during the
process of reviewing the existing Integrated
Benefit Package (IBP) Agreement. It is the
main framework of which will be the guide
for the overall development of Lihir in the
next 20 years.
The existing Integrated Benefit Package
is a compensation package under section
154 (Mining Act 1992) which was signed
in 1995 incorporating the four (4) chapters
namely;
1. Chapter One – Lihir Destiny
Nimamar Rural Local Level Government
is the implementing agency.
2. Chapter Two –Destruction

Lihir Mine Area Landowners Association
(LMALA) is the implementing agency.
3. Chapter Three –Development
Nimamar Special Purpose Authority is
the implementing agency.
4. Chapter Four – Security/Sustainable
Development
Lihir Sustainable Development Limited is
the implementing agency.
5. Chapter Five – Rehabilitation
The implementing agency will be the
Mine Closure Committee.
The LSDP sets out the destiny, vision,
mission and strategy that are required
to ensure that the four objectives of the
Existing IBP is achieved.
The Lihir Destiny will be strategically
achieved through the Mining Related Plan
(which involves the projects/programs that
are dependent on the Lihir Gold Project for
their sustainability), and the Non-mining
Related Plan, which will use the Lihir Gold
Project as a stepping stone only but its
sustainability will not be dependent on the
mine.
The implementation of the LSDP will
be done in four phases, with each phase
spanning five year. These phases are as
follows:
1. Phase One – Foundation Building
(Holistic Human Development)
2. Phase 2 – Economic Development for
Communities
3. Phase 3 – Entrepreneurship Class
Development
4. Phase 4 – Self Reliance and Financial
Independence
These are stages involved following the
understanding of bottom up planning
which must start at the individual level,
family unit level, community level, district
level, Provincial level and lastly the National
Level.
The involvement of all parties will make
the dream of Lihir become a reality.

‘Papa graun hamamas long Laivstok Projek……’
Picture & Story by
Elizabeth Tami-Serafeni

Wanpela papa graun long
Kunaiye i hamamas long Laivstok
Projek bai kamap long hap
bilong em na i singaut long ol
narapela papa graun long yusim
giraun bilong ol tu long wokim
moni.
“Mi askim ol papa graun long
yusim giraun long wokim moni,
maski long pasim giraun na bai
nogat yus long bihain taim, lusim
liklik pasin bilong yumi, taim i
senis na tingim olsem yumi gat
Ronald Abel, Fidelma Wenekul na Alphonse Ziktana i putim han
Tupela lidaman Peter Suar (han kais) na Marc Soipang (han
ol pikinini.”
mak long pepa.
sut) i putim han mak tu.
Ronald Abel, bilong liklik klen
Tubro 2, wantaim Alphonse
mipela long kisim sampela benefits we bai Boroma Limited) bai go pas long wok na graun na Lihir Gold Limited, LSDP, NCS, na
Ziktana long Likenba klen, Ben Tanaber ken stretim sindaun bilong mipela ol liklik lukautim dispela projek long go het.
Lihir Sustainable Development Limited
long Tubro 1, na Sammy Tamdar long Wita manmeri bilong ples,” Abel ibin toktok long
Wanpela bosman bilong Boroma Ltd (LSDL) we dispela projek i kam aninit long
klen, ibin sainim agrimen long tok oraitim taim ol burukim graun long makim stat husait em projek manager bilong NCS en.
dispela projek long go het long giraun bilong dispela projek.
Farms, Alan King, husait ibin stap tu long
Mista Chan itok olsem dispela kain projek
bilong ol long Mdehon na Sebebe.
Moni mak bilong wokim kamap dispela dispela taim, itok olsem emi save wok bai ken halpim ol pipol long lukautim ol nid
“Mi makim papa graon long Kunaiye 1 projek em K13.8million, na emi nambawan long planti ol narapela hap long lukautim bilong ol long taim wok bilong gol maining
na 2 i givim bikpela tok orait long kampani projek Lihir Sustainable Development Plan laivstok, tasol dispela projek emi spesol bai pinis.
long kam na mekim wok kamap long (LSDP) i kamapim olsem Lihir Integrated yet.
“Dispela projek mi gat bikpela bilip
dispela hap giraun,” Mista Abel itok.
Livestock projek.
Memba bilong Namatanai, Byron Chan, olsem bai gat bikpela ‘turn around’ we iken
“Mi wantaim ol pipol bilong mi i pilim
NCS Farms (joint venture namel long ibin kamap tu long dispela taim na em tu benefitim mipela na ol wansolwara bilong
olsem dispela kain projek bai halivim Nationwide Catering Services Ltd na givim tok hamamas bilong em long ol papa mipela,” Abel itok.
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LSDP Special - MicroFinancing

Lihir Microfinance
This is the initiative of LSDP under the revised IBP
It’s vision is to provide an appropriate financial services to economically active low income people. In order to improve their standard of
living and help Lihirians achieve financial independence by building a
long term sustainable and people friendly financial institution. That
this institution will not only provide services but a financial institution
that will also understand the grassroots dreams and aspirations to be
self sufficient. To help the grassroots people to participate economically in micro and medium enterprises.
Its mission is to make available financial services to every household
on Lihir Island.
To reach every household with financial services. To provide better
and affordable financial products on Lihir.
To be the most successful, sustainable and profitable micro bank in
PNG
To be a major player in economic development on Lihir and be a
branch that will provide financial services to some other profitable
micro to medium enterprises on Lihir.
Training
In 2004, we put up and advertisement for any interested Lihirians
to take up training with Microfinance Competency Centre at Port
Moresby Bankers College.
The training is co funded by LSDP and Asian Development Bank.
The response was not good due to a lot of criticism from the public.
A few did apply.
In September 2004, two officers started doing training. In 2005, we
received 5 applications. These five started their training in various
courses offered by Microfinance Competency Centre..

A total of 5 officers are now under going training. Two left due to
personal interests.
To date all have completed 95% of the courses required to be
qualified as Microfinance employees. All have done well and as soon
as the micro bank is set up some of them will start employment while
others continue their training.
This week-end 4 officers will be back in POM to present their
assignment on Product Development. This is a course to enable the
officers to develop products to be offered in this Micro bank when it
is operational.
Listed are some of the courses offered and are already completed
by the officers:
1. Microfinance Start-Up
2. Fundamentals of Microfinance
3. Loans Officers
4. Governance
5. Risk Management
6. Delinquency Management
7. Financial Management for Microfinance
8. Accounting for Microfinance
9. Product Development Part 1 and 2
10. Financial Calculations
Business Planning Part 1 and 2.
The word “we) used in LSDP supplements refers to the LSDP
leadership team.

NEW BREED: Microbanking will help
you save your money for later use

A new bank tailored
for small business
The establishment of the Lihir Micro
Bank in next year gives hope to Lihirians
to look forward to a prosperous 2008.
It will be such a wonderful gift for the
Lihirians both in the formal and informal
sector to have an alternative financial
institution that will provide the financial
service denied to them by the current
established financial institution.
The Micro bank will be easily accessible
where small businesses and or groups
will achieve financial independence and
participate economically with the current
developments on the island.
And especially for the women here in
Lihir, the Micro bank will help them realize
projects, such as sewing meri blouses,
baking, including similar projects which
they set up to assist their womenfolk in
their respective areas.
According to Wendall Kamkam
of Komat, the Micro bank will really

benefit the women in their
endeavours.
“Micro bank bai ken
enkarigim ol mama long
wokim ol liklik bisnis bilong
ol,” Mr Kamkam said in
tokpisin.
“Dispela bank em bai
halivim ol mama steret
bikos ol isave kamapim ol
kain ol liklik bisnis olsem
somapim kolos na laplap,
beikim keik na bans blong
SEWING: The micro finance bank can assist women start up business such as small scale sewing
salim, na wantaim tu ol
of meri blouses and laplaps
narapela ol liklilk projek
The Micro bank will operate like any to open bank accounts without needing
bilong ol.”
other
normal bank, but in a more friendlier, identification.
Mr Kamkam, who is the senior officer
relaxed
perspective, targeting the rural
And although the Micro Bank will not
with Niu Ailan Savings and Loans, added
villages,
and even school children.
issue cheque accounts and international
that it will be easier for the women because
The services will include mobile money transfers, it will still serve its
financial services such as acquiring loans
is flexible compared to the conventional banking to the communities, allowing purpose of doing ‘banking in PNG the real
for any body, including school children, grassroots way’.
banks.

Micro Bank coming to Lihir Soon
The LSDP through its strategic vehicle
company (LSDL) is setting up a micro bank
to provide alternative financial services
to the people of Lihir, particularly the
grassroots people. Micro-financing is a new
concept in Papua New Guinea; however
since its inception in 2003 through the
Government of PNG and ADB, it has been
very successful in providing alternative
financial services to the grassroots people
who are economically active but cash poor.
Micro-finance since its establishment has
change lives of many people in areas where
micro-financing is currently operating, for
example Bougainville, Wau, Lae, Kainantu,
Milne Bay, NCD and some parts of the
highlands provinces.
We don’t see establishing micro bank in
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Lihir as trying to penetrate a market niche
of already established financial institution,
but to complement some financial service.
From our research we have found that
many people especially the grassroots do
not get adequate financial services from
the current financial institutions on Lihir
due to some various reasons. Therefore,
LSDP has decided to come up with
alternative way of assisting Lihirians so that
they could economically participate with
the current development on the island.
LSDP firmly believes that by establishing
an easy accessible financial institution the
grassroots people of Lihir both in the formal
and the informal sector could be able to
achieve their financial independence in
their small ways.

If everything goes well and on target,
the proposed timeframe to establish and
officially open the micro-bank on Lihir is by
mid January 2008. It will be the New Year
present to the people of Lihir.
Ownership:
The bank will be owned by the people
of Lihir, thorough LSDL (Lihir Sustainable
Development Limited).
Operations:
The bank will operate like any other
conventional banks, except that it does
not issue cheque accounts and international money transfers. The bank will also
have a comprehensive MIS system that
can accommodate personal photographs
of account holders. There will be tellers,

loans officers and also micro-finance
officers who will directly deal with people
in the rural villages. The bank will also
provide mobile banking to communities,
where bank officers will do visits to the
communities to provide financial services.
Anybody, including skul pikininis can open
bank accounts. For children there will be a
savings product call “ Skul Pikinini Account”
To open an account, you don’t need
identification from anybody to open the
account. You just walk into the bank and
a friendly teller will assist you to open an
account.
“ We will do banking in PNG the real
grassroots way”

LSDP Special - Sustainable Development

A Compatible Model for Sustainable
Development in PNG

Selling the idea at an international conference on sustainable development in Madang.
LGL was requested to by the
Organizers and Facilitators of
the Conference on the theme
Sustainable
Development
do
a presentation on Sustainable
Development during the week long
international conference at the
Divine Word University in Madang
in September 2007. However, LGL
asked the Leadership of the LSDP to
present the LSDP and we accepted
the invitation to do so.
The theme of the conference
was “PNG Prospects to Sustainable
Development”.
The
theme
suggested that PNG has yet to
develop a model for Sustainable
Development and is looking to
such forums to source ideas that
can then be used to develop such
a model in the country. The LSDP
presentation identified the problem
and than tried to address it through
the manner advocated by the LSDP.
The presentation is summarized
below.
The Problem in PNG
The UNDP Report on Poverty
says that nothing is working. PNG
is getting worse in all facets of life.
PNG is ranked 126 out of 175
countries on the World Poverty
Scale. It may have gone further
down because there has not been
any significant improvement in the
country’s human development and
economy since 1996.
Why are we classified in the world
as very poor when we are a nation
rich with natural resources, plentiful
food and not many people to share
it?
Papua New Guinea’s economy

today is worse than two decades
ago. Devaluation of the Kina, rising
inflation, lack of delivery of goods
and services, unbearable foreign
debt, increased unemployment and
crime have all contributed to the
point of collapse in our country’s
economy. Why?
Leaders and public servants
and others are supposed to
serve people and not to control
people. Disempowerment creates
resentment,
frustrations
and
feelings of being slaves to the
system and of being controlled by
others. The result is anger, violence
etc. The people do not know what
else they can do. They know they
are trapped in the system. This is the
major cause of problems and crisis
in developing countries such as the
Bougainville conflict, East Timor,
Fiji, Solomon Island and the world
at large. It is also one of the main
causes of law and order problems
in PNG because they (the troublemakers) are trying to re-affirm that
they still have power.
Supply or Authoritarian Driven
System (what we have in PNG)
disempowers people of their right
to choose. The donor and its agents
(Government Agencies) decide
what is good for the people and
how people are to be educated.
This is the politics of money and not
politics of people. It puts power into
donor countries, politicians, public
servants, churches and developers.
This is why Politicians wield so
much power over people. This is
what is known as Positional Power.
In this situation, it’s whom you know
not what you know. This system

enhances the moneywantoks (as oppose to
customary
wantoks)
system and opens the
door for corruption to
creep in. In PNG this is
now a incurable virus eating away
not only at the economy of this
country but also in the process
destroying the basic fabric of our
society.
In the natural resources sector, we
have unwittingly created a culture
where the belief is that distribution
of the “money rain” (from the
royalties
and
compensation
payments) is the way of the world
and accessing such “win money” is
the way to such personal success.
So we fight, lie, cheat, steal or do
whatever it takes to lay our hands
on some win money. The idea
that people can build a future
for themselves and their children
through wealth creation through
personal endeavor is lost forever.
They remain poor.
The Answer
In order to alleviate poverty
(mentally and physically) we must
teach our people how to fish
and set them free to be masters
of their own destiny. Policies,
reforms and systems need to be refocused toward this goal – to teach
people how to fish. This applies to
education, government services,
business, church, community and
the family unit. Everyone’s attitude
towards development must change
in order to rescue Papua New
Guinea.
In life we often look for quick
fixes to our problems. Invariably

Monica Kuten,
one of the two
women board
members
in the LSDL
team.
this means attacking the symptoms
of problems for quick results.
Tackling the underlying causes of
problems takes considerable time
and planning and effort. But if we
are serious about addressing the
problems in PNG (and in all other
developing countries) we must
find the causes of these problems
and develop remedies to help
eradicate the causes of problems.
That is only the beginning. Then we
must develop programs based on
philosophies (prevention) that do
not create further problems.
Most of us think we can solve our
country’s problems from outsidein. Rather than worrying about
what is happening in ourselves
and in our family, we attempt to
reform through legislation. In the
name of alleviating poverty, we do
not work on specifically equipping
the person who is poor with the
tools necessary to alleviate poverty.
Rather, we simply redistribute
wealth, in general. This is an outsidein solution often found in books on
macroeconomics. We give them fish
and neglect teaching them how to
fish.
In the 1970’s, three lecturers from
the University of Papua New Guinea
wrote a book called “DEVELOPMENT
AND DEPENDENCY” and they made
the following observation:
“To raise the productivity and

LGL’s Commitment to LSDP
In signing the Revised IBP in May 2007,
effectively LGL agrees to funding levels for the
community benefits package into what is known
as the Lihir Sustainable Development Plan (LSDP).
The LSDP is a plan aimed at achieving the Lihir
Destiny, a concept which aims at achieving self
reliance and financial independence for the Lihir
community. The LSDP forms the basis of the
revised IBP and provides the framework pursuant
to which all future development initiatives on
Lihir are to be aligned. By resolution of the NRLLG
Assembly, the Local Level Government assumes
full responsibility for the implementation of the
LSDP.
LGL’s commitment to the LSDP is essentially
K100 million payable over five years (2006 to
2011), plus a K7 million investment package on
behalf of the landowners of the SML. K20 million
is paid out annually to fund projects and programs
under the five chapters that make up the LSDP.
K7 million is provided to finance SML landowner
equity in a metal refining operation, subject to
a due diligence recommending viability of such
investment. As LSDP funding is considered public
funds and to ensure transparency and accountability, all parties agreed to setting the IBP
Trust Account established pursuant to the Trust

Instrument (under the Public Finance
undertake contract mining
(Management) Act 1995), approved
in the pit and stockpile area
by the Minister for Finance to hold
of the SML as contemplated
and manage these funds through the
in the understanding
District Treasury Office.
reached in the Mediation
Report on “Participation
It is important to note that all of
in Contract Mining in
the agreements, undertakings and
Lihir” dated in May 1997.
commitments and the spirit of the
To ensure that a Lihirian
original IBP are valid and remain in
entity is awarded a Mining
force until and unless amended by the
Contract as envisaged,
revised IBP or any other subsequent
the landowners agree to
agreement. LGL is therefore committed
reorganise
Landowner
to completing various outstanding
companies to position
projects under the original IBP outside
them to enter into Contract
the K100 million committed towards
Mining or jointly explore
the LSDP.
potential joint venture
In the revised IBP, LGL also commits
arrangements with LGL.
to work with the Lihirians, to further
explore business proposals put forward
LGL’s Manager Sustain- In terms of landowners
desire to participate in the
by the Minister for Mining relating to
able Development Joe ownership of Geothermal
participation in geothermal energy
Daimol
Power Project, the LGL and
generation through a possible joint
landowners agree to jointly
venture with Sustainable Development
Program Ltd; and investment in all accommo- explore benefit sharing options to determine one
that is best suited for carbon trading in relation to
dation facilities in the mine township.
LGL acknowledges the desire of the Lihirians to geothermal power emissions.

material well-being of the masses would require
a frontal attack on the structures perpetuating
dependency and under-development. However,
the neo-colonial state has so far put its faith
firmly in the country’s rich natural resources and
accepted heavy reliance upon multinational
corporations to develop the economy. It has shied
away from economic planning and adopted the
post-war model of economic growth. “Sound
economic management” is the operational
motto and consists of creating a “favourable
investment climate”, reducing “aid dependency”
and maintaining the exchange value of the Kina.
However development is not a matter of
dressing in other people’s clothes and imitating
their way of life but of using all resources to
achieve an indigenous lifestyle. It is not a matter
of escaping from one’s society into one’s history,
but rather of creating a Melanesian society
capable of inventing a paradise and a history.”
The writers of this book basically confirmed
that saving PNG requires a frontal attack on
the systems and structures perpetuating
dependency and under-development. How?
Beginning of a Frontal Attack on the Structure
& Systems perpetuating dependency and underdevelopment
We believe the starting point is the National
Goals and Directive Principles, Medium
Term Development Strategy (MTDS), Biblical
Principles, our ancient culture and traditions, and
experiences of societies and countries which have
successfully done it like the seven tigers of South
East Asia. All this sources of ideas or philosophy
all agree on one common denominator as the
starting point. That is the enhancement, change
or development of human resources (This is the
core of the LSDP) as the primary change agent
whose elevation will have a domino effect on
everything else that may stand in the way.
LSDP as a Model
The creation of the LSDP was an outcome of
a long struggle by the JNC since the beginning
of the IBP Review in 2001. The JNC was aware
of the existing IBP package being erroneously
linked to the supply driven system which renders
the Lihirians passive recipients of goods and
services delivered by the Lihir Gold Project or the
government. JNC was mindful of the fact that this
trend was very dangerous to the people as the
outcome of system would not be able to sustain
the livelihood of the people after the closure of
the Lihir Gold Project. It was on this basis that
the JNC was concerned about the manner in
which this was happening and as such, went to
the lengthy process of reviewing the Integrated
Benefit Package. It is for this very reason that JNC
deliberately delayed the conclusion of the IBP
Review to enable them to develop a sustainable
development plan to be incorporated in the
review. JNC was effectively exploring avenues for
sustainability for Lihir. It was through this process
that Entrepreneurial Development Training
Centre was invited by the JNC to conduct the PV
program on Lihir specifically for the members of
the JNC, NRLLG and LMALA in September 2002.
This was the moment of truth. The aftermath
of this PV course definitely change the view of
the members of the JNC and confirms that the
answer for sustainability was in the EDTC PV’s
Program. This was the turning point for the JNC in
relation to re-directing the IBP review to include
a Sustainable Development Package before the
Lihir Project Stakeholders can complete the new
Integrated Benefit Package.
The Lihir Sustainable Development Plan
incorporates the Lihir Destiny for Self Reliance
and Financial Independence by 2025. What then
is Sustainable Development?
What is the meaning of sustainable
development? The most probable meaning
could be that the program for development
must be able to sustain itself. And secondly
the participants, after going through the
program, are able to sustain themselves without
further assistance of any kind. In other words,
sustainable development must stand on the
foundation of SELF-RELIANCE & FINANCIAL
INDEPENDENCE in all facets of society from the
National Government to Provincial & Local Level
Government and to Churches, NGOs, other
institutions, communities and the people. This
means all policies and programs for sustainable
development must be based on the philosophy
of self-reliance and financial independence. This
means we teach people how to fish. Under no
circumstances (except for the truly disabled) do
we give people fish. We create opportunities for
the people to learn how to fish.
The LSDP meets all these requirements and
therefore it is a compatible model for Sustainable
Development in this country.
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LSDP Special - Lukluk long LSDL

LSDL em
wanem
samting
‘Lihir i Lamel kisim ol tingting
blong sampela manmeri husait
ibin stap long woksop blong Lihir
Sustainable Development Plan
(LSDP), we oli kisim skul long ol wok
blong en. Ol wod memba, “Village
KISIM SKUL LONG WOKABAUT: Ol wod memba na ol komiti husat i kisim skul na save long LSDP. Ol i sanap wantaim Mel Morus,
Planning Committee” na ol Ward
coordinator bilong LSDP
Development Committee long
John Bektau, Memba bilong Wod Faif,
olgeta wod ibin kamap long dispela mekim napim ol nids bilong ol pipol long ol isave wokim nating, tasol nau em wantaim
projeks bilong ol.
ol Village Planning Committee na ol Wod ibin save kwestenim wok bilong LSDP, tasol
woksop. Dispela em ol tingting
“Bihain taim ol manmeri bai gat gutpela Divelopmen Committee bilong em ikisim bihain long dispela woksop tingting bilong
bilong sampela bilong ol.’
em i senis.
sindaon,” Memba blong Huniho na Lamboar gutpela skul steret.
Memba blong Wod Nain, Tarcisius Tokwin
, em wanpela man husait ibin sindaon long
dispela woksop, na emi hamamas steret
long ol skul emi bin kisim.
Emi tok olsem dispela woksop i kliarim ol
tingting emi save gat long LSDP, na tu long
sait blong ol wok bilong LSDP.
“Woksop i kliarim steret dispela desteni
bilong sasteinabiliti long halivim wanwan
man long kamap long dispela desteni,”
Mista Tokwin itok.
Em i tok tu olsem aninit long LSDP em bai

itok.
Wod Ten memba, Opnai Monmon, emi
hamamas long dispela faif-yia plen ol i
lainim long dispela woksop, waintaim ol
narapela wok bilong LSDP.
Em tok emi kilia gut nau long wanem
hap long go long kisim moni bilong ol
projeks long wod bilong em, na hau long
plenim gut dispela moni, na tu long wanem
hap long usin dispela ol moni bilong Wod
bilong em.
Memba Monmon itok tu olsem bipo ol

Meri go pas long ol mama long Wod Nain,
Misis Monica Kuten, i autim tingting bilong
em olsem pastem emi bin save paul long
wanem kain wok steret bilong ol LSDP.
Misis Kuten, husait i vice president tu bilong
Petztorme Women’s Association(PWA), itok
dispela woksop i kliarim tingting bilong
em, na tu em i luksave wai na ol projeks ino
wok long kamap lond dispela taim.
Emi tok tu olsem nau emi andastendim
strakcha bilong LSDP, na em ibilip olsem
nau bai gat trensperensi.

Wari bilong Mista Bektau em long ron
bilong ol moni ikam long IBP bikos emit ok
dispela em moni bilong pablik. Na tu emi
bin askim long we Gavman i sanap, na we
LSDP i sanap.
Mel Morus, husait ibin ronim dispela ol
woksop, i kliarim dispela ol tingting olsem
wok bilong dispela komiti i stap insait long
agriment bilong IBP.
Mista Bektau itok emi hamamas long ol
moni plen bilong LSDP, na skul oli givim
bihainim ol moni plen.

“Attainment of the
Lihir Destiny”
Positive development requires a
certain mind set, a mind set of “I can,
mi nap”.
In Lihir everyone is waiting for someone
else (LGL, NRLLG, Provincial and National
Government) to create a better life for
them. They do not realize that they only
have themselves to be blamed for the
poor situation they are in.
The Lihir Destiny is the destiny of
every individual Lihirians and families.
Accordingly, the first task is to equip
(empower) each and every one of them
with the right mind set. This process will
be addressed by the Holistic Human
Development (HHD) program, which is
the focus of the initial five years.
HHD includes the mental development,
physical
development,
spiritual
development, emotional development,
and financial development.
Once the mind set has been changed
and the people have acquired and
practice the “I can, mi nap” mentality and
attitude, the next process that must be
set in to motion is to create a conducive
environment by creating opportunities
for them to exercise their holistic mind
set.
This will be done through the Economic
Development for Communities Program
through the nucleus estate projects and
programs. This will be the focus in the
next 10 years from 2010 to 2020.
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However, there are approximately 800
Lihirians who are ready for this stage,
therefore one or two of the nucleus
projects must be set up and implemented
in the Phase one to create and give this
people the opportunity to exercise their
empowerment.
After the people have changed their
mind set and have entered into microeconomic activities through the opportunities and the conducive environment
provided to them, a new class of serious
business minded individuals or families
will be developed out of this process.
Not all Lihirians will be successful
businessmen or women, but those
that want to become very successful
businessmen and women will create the
Lihir Entrepreneurial Class. At this stage
all that is required is to create a conducive
economic and regulatory environment,
a law and order free and corruption free
society and set them free.
This is the class of businessmen and
businesswomen that will underwrite the
development of Lihir economy.
Self reliance and financial independence
is the end result of the four phases of
development described above.
This is the stage where Lihir as a
society will have everything it needs
and have the financial capacity to exist
and continue to develop as a functional
society.

Cementing the IBP Agreement
Prime Minister bilong PNG yet, Sir Michael Somare (sindaun han kais) yet i bin tok
oraitim dispela IBP we nau i kamap LSDP.
Grand Chief Sir Michael i bin kam long Lihir long mun Mei long sainim dispela
agrimen namel long gavman na ol pipol bilong Lihir.
Kampani LGL tu i bin putim han mak long go het bilong LSDP. Piksa antap i
soim lidaman bilong yumi Marc Soipang i givim MOA pepa igo long han bilong
indipenden siaman bilong IBP riviu Brown Bai. Dispela sainin i bin kamap long
Potzlaka.

LSDP Special - Re-inventing Lakaka

Charting a new course
Story by Colin Vale
- group general manager
As the newly-appointed Group General
Manager of Lakaka, I have many tasks in
front of me to reinvent the company and
make it great.
Lakaka must be restructured, from an
operational and shareholding perspective,
so that it is recognised by both Lihirians and
major client Lihir Gold Limited as the one
vehicle that fairly represents all Lihirians in
key business contracts on Lihir.
Lakaka has been without cohesive
leadership for some time now. As a result,
resources haven’t been rationalised across
the group, and each subsidiary company
has been doing its own thing without
much thought, if any, for the other. More
disturbing, is that some of our companies
have cannibalised subsidiaries businesses.
The culture within the group is also a
concern, and has to change. Reinventing
the culture of a business is no small feat,
as the changes that have to be made
are not tangible and will take time. It
involves changing employees’ attitudes,
mind sets, values, and establishing a clear
understanding of our vision for the Group’s
future.
I’m concerned that some of our jointventure partners aren’t adding any real value
to our businesses, and that too must change.
It’s not appropriate that I go into detail in
this article but suffice to say that we need
greater cooperation and understanding
from these partners if we are to continue to
stay together.
I realise many people have seen what
was achieved with NCS and they expect me
to duplicate its growth and success for the
whole Lakaka Group. That is easier said than
done. I was fortunate enough to take the
reigns of NCS when it was nothing but a small
body hire company. We set the foundations
and company values early, and developed
a healthy culture across the group. Lakaka
needs some shock therapy! In order to bring
about the cultural and operational changes
that must be made if Lakaka is to become a
great company, it is inevitable that I will upset
some people along the way. I just hope my
Board fulfils their commitment to support
me over the coming months because I’m
absolutely positive there will be some who
will be disgruntled by the changes.
I’ve really only just started with Lakaka,
as the last two months I have been tied up
with the handover of NCS to the new, very
capable Group General Manager, Marcus
Gosling. My time has also been required to
work on large projects on behalf of LMALA
and the Londolovit Plantation Committee.
One of the reasons I chose to take the
position when it was offered was because
there is now a genuine change in the client’s
attitude towards landowner companies. I’m
assuming it’s coming from Mr. Hood and
Mr. Foley. If promises have been made in

Lakaka workers celebrate a safety milestone. The company is set to undergo
wholesale changes.

the past, it would seem that they will now
be honoured. There is no doubt that the
new LGL is very sincere in living up to its
obligations, as agreed in the Integrated
Benefits Package. The change is refreshing
and palpable.
Perhaps I’m being too utopian but I believe

Gorgor and its use needs to be
revisited due to its constant abuse.

it’s terribly important that the landowners
and LGL re-establish “trust”. Given my
understanding of western business practises,
and the fact that I’ve worked for Lihirian
companies for 12 years, I believe I have an
ability to see both sides of an argument
or dispute very clearly. When parties have
different objectives the resolution becomes
far more clouded than I believe it needs to
be, and we end up with delays and gor gors.
LGL is not on its own when it comes to
gor gors as Lakaka has had its fair share,
particularly in the last few months. The gor

gor, when used properly, is an effective
nonviolent method of resolving a dispute.
However, more often than not lately, its
use is abused and if this continues I can
see a day when placing a gor gor will mean
nothing. The proper use of gor gors needs
to be revisited. The approach of placing a
gor gor first, and only then talking about
the problem needs to change. The gor gor
should be the last nonviolent resort, after
every attempt has been made to resolve a
dispute. Right now frustration is mounting
over this issue and it needs to be addressed.
It’s something I definitely intend to pursue.
I’m thinking about using the gor gor
method of dispute resolution in the Vale
household, especially when my children
start heated arguments over backyard
cricket rules!
One of our greatest allies in LGL is Andy
Holding. It would be remiss of me if I didn’t
acknowledge Andy as one of their hardest
working guys, who has his heart and passion
in the right place.. He is everyone’s whipping
post and is constantly in the firing line from
both the landowners and LGL. I honestly
don’t know how he does it. Luckily he has a
sense of humour!
Right now our short-term priorities are to:
l Restructure the ownership of Lakaka
to ensure fair ownership across the six
recognised major clans.
l Put a great management team in place.
l Implement better IT communications
across the group. (Lakaka still has dial
up e-mail and no intranet within the
group.)
l Initiate regular management meetings
to set our vision, values and objectives.
l Introduce a company newsletter, staff
handbooks, and staff cards.
l Rationalise the use of resources.
l Incorporate LGL’s Business Development

Department into Lakaka.
l Establish a finance company for all
Lihirians (In conjunction with LMALA &
MRL).
l Construct an Accommodation Village.
l Construct a piggery and chicken farm
(through subsidiary company, NCS).
While we have also set our long-term
objectives, at this stage I won’t go into detail
as we are keen to focus on and realise our
short-term goals first.
I can only be as good as the team and
support I have around me. Right now the
intellectual capital is on the low side but
we are working hard at rectifying this.
We also need to lift our game in some of
our companies and deliver the services
to a standard that is above our client’s
expectations. We cannot expect to have our
client’s support or more business opportunities just because we are the major business
arm of the landowners of Lihir. We have to
earn the right to that business and be the
true preferred providers of the service.
My charter is very simple: I am expected to

“Colin Vale: Lakaka must reinvent itself
NOW”.

grow Lakaka in order to create sustainable
business for Lihirians after the mine closes.
The mine has been producing gold for ten
years now but just as sure as death and
taxes the mine has a finite life. Lihirians
need to focus on the future and not
themselves and the present. They need to
ask themselves what do their hopes, dreams
and expectations are for their children and
the beautiful island of Lihir when the mine
closes. Given the opportunity, the Lakaka
Group of Companies can and will assist all
Lihirians to achieve a long-term income
stream through its business activities well
after the mine closes. But, to realise this,
Lakaka must reinvent itself NOW. And that
is exactly what I intend to help the Lakaka
Group do.

Lakaka equipment at work
Left: Roadbuilding
is one of the main
activities of the
Lakaka Group.

Right: A D31 dozer used
by Lakaka in the early
days now stands as a
monument to Lakaka’s
humble beginnings.”
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LSDP Special - The Planning & Monitoring Committee

The Planning and Monitoring Committee
The Lihir Sustainable Development
Plan (LSDP) Planning and Monitoring
Committee is made up of all stakeholder
representatives in the Lihir project.
They are representatives of all Lihir
institutions including the Nimamar Rural
Local Level Government (NRLLG), Lihir
Gold Limited and the Lihir Mining Area
Landowners Association (LMALA).
The primary task of the Committee is to
act as a clearing and monitoring agent of
the NRLLG to screen and check all project
documentation and progress against

Marc Soipang,
chairman (LMALA)

Lornie Barok, Manager Nimamar
Rural Local Level Government

Gabriel Tukas, Department
of Mining government
liaison officer
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principles of the LSDP and approved
budget.
The task is also to ensure their compliance
with the LSDP and NRLLG annual budget
and then make recommendations to the
Financial Executive Committee for approval
for funding from the Integrated Benefit
Package (IBP) Trust account.
The Committee meetings, held every
Monday, provides a forum where all the
parties discuss and address issues that are
important to the attainment of the Lihir
Destiny.

Joachim Malele, deputy chairman (LSDL)

John Bosco, manager LMALA

Michael Peniel,
managing director Lakaka

The meeting also serves as an avenue
for various institutions to report to the
committee members the progress on
respective projects and programs.
The LSDP Planning & Monitoring
Committee members are chairman Marc
Soipang (LMALA), deputy chairman
Joachim Malele (LSDL), coordinator
Melchizedek Morus (LSDP Planning &
Monitoring), secretary Patrick Kiraga (LSDP
Planning & Monitoring), Clement Dardar
(NRLLG), Lornie Barok (NRLLG), Gerard
Zikites (NRLLG), Gabriel Tukas (Mining

Department), Joe Endo (LSDO), Denzel
Young (LMALA), John Bosco (LMALA),
Augustine Kiapbok (LMALA), Joe Daimol
(LGL), Andrew Holding (LGL), John Cook
(LGL), Pious Ausur (LGL), Ludwig Musmus
(NSPA), Michael Peniel (Lakaka), Lawrence
Rausim (Lakaka), Ben Misren (Small Business
Association), July Totzik (Small Business
Association), Wilson Tsapan (United Church
representative), Fr Bernard Kaleh (Catholic
Church representative), and Jacklynne
Membup (Petztorme).

Mel Morus, coordinator (LSDP
Planning & Monitoring)

Patrick Kiraga, secretary (LSDP
Planning & Monitoring)

Clement Dardar, President
Nimamar Rural Local Level
Government

Denzil Young, consultant LMALA

Joe Daimol, manager Sustainable Development LGL

Andrew Holding, manager Community Liaison LGL

Lawrence Rausim, Lakaka

Ludwig Musmus, manager NSPA

July Totzik, Small Business
Association

LSDP Special - The Concept

A home grown concept

Our children, the future of Lihir. Their development is in the plan.

A homegrown plan was developed
under the leadership of the Joint
Negotiation Committee (JNC) during the
review process of the Integrated Benefit
Package Agreement. The Plan is known as
the Lihir Sustainable Development Plan
(LSDP) today.
The most important part now is the
successful implementation of the plan. It is
in this understanding that the financial plan
concept is developed to guide the successful
implementation of the plan to achieve the
Lihir Destiny.
The Financial Plan Concept comprises of 3
major components.
SELF RELIANCE CULTURE PROJECTS.
l The Short Term Component.
l Mental Development Programs.
l Emotional Development Programs
l Spiritual Development Programs
l Physical Development Programs
l Financial Development Programs
FINANCIAL

INDEPENDENCE

CULTURE

PROJECTS.
l The Medium Term component.
l The Long Term Component.
More information or details of the
programs will be discussed in the next
edition of Lihir I lamel.
Lihir Destiny.
For the people of Lihir to be Self Reliant
and Financially Independent.
The Ultimate destiny most people will long
for is the attainment of Self Reliance and
Financial Independence.
Our Vision
To create a healthy, happy, wealthy and
wise society on Lihir.
Our Mission.
To develop the people mentally, spiritually,
emotionally, physically and financially.
Our Motto.
MINDSET/CULTURE/GROWTH
Our motto is the guide to achieve our goal
which is the LIHIR DESTINY.
In order for the Lihir people to achieve Self

PV graduates at Kunaye village - part of the plan

Reliance and Financial Independence they
should posses the;
a. RIGHT MINDSET.
b. RIGHT CULTURE
c. Then you can see GROWTH within a
person.
For a community, a province or country
to grow each individual should possess the
following mention above then effectively
there is guarantee for growth or development
of a nation.
ULTIMATE SUCCESS FORMULA
The Financial Plan Concept was developed
upon the Ultimate Success Formula. This
formula has been the underlying principle
to some very successful people in the world
today.
The formula comprises on five (5) key
principles. They are;
l Beliefs and Values
l Goal
l Strategy
l Plan and

HHD Personal Viability

“If we give you fish, we feed
you for one day, If we teach
you how to fish, we feed you
for life”

Holistic Human Development is integral
human development and much more. It
cannot be defined in one sentence. Holistic
here means the whole human being is only
a minute but integral part of the universe.
What we do affects everything on earth and
the universe. It is not enough to develop
the whole person although that is essential.
The complete human being must also live
in harmony with the overall whole, the
universe.
Holistic Human Development is social,
business, financial, spiritual, emotional,
family, nature, to be your best. Holistic
Human Development is everything in life. It
is life itself.
Thus
Entrepreneurial
Development
Training Centre Holistic Human Development
includes:
1. Physical Prosperity, Mental Prosperity,
Spiritual Prosperity, Emotional Prosperity
and Financial Prosperity.
2. Family, Community, Province, Country &
World.
3. Use of Personal Power, Economic Power
and Positional (Political) Power.
4. Use of Tangible & Intangible Human

Resource.
5. Use of Natural Resource & Creating a
Conducive Environment for Growth.
6. Use of Universal Resource.
7. Use of Immutable Universal Laws &
Economic Laws.
EDTC Personal Viability Training Course is
only the beginning, the foundation of life.
Life does not stop with one training course.
Life is till we die. The PV Program is the holistic
education program for life. It continues till
death. That is why PV is Life itself.
WHAT IS PERSONAL VIABILITY?
What is Personal Viability (PV)? Personal
Viability is personal power or Pawa Mekim
Kamap in tokpisin.
PV is perpetual self-discovery, perpetual
re-shaping to realise one’s best self, to be
the person one could be. It is the sustainable
development of human resource with
individual skills to be their best.
PV involves the emotions, character,
personality, deeper layers of thought and
action, adaptability, creativeness and vitality.
And it involves moral and spiritual growth.
To grow a nation we need to grow the
people first to be creative and free in thinking
and action.
PV is about the worth of the individual and
the importance of individual fulfilment.
PV is about self-education, to develop
from within, to educe, to draw out, and to

grow through use.
Nature hates idleness in all its forms. She
gives continual life only to those elements
which are in use.
Power grows out of organised knowledge;
it grows out of it through operation and
use.
A man might be a walking encyclopaedia
without possessing any power of value. This
knowledge becomes power only to the
extent that it is organised, classified and put
to good use through action.
A viable person is one who knows how
to acquire everything he needs in the
attainment of his main purpose in life without
violating the rights of his fellowmen.
Many viable people have very little
elementary schooling but have acquired
the ability to combine natural and economic
laws and the minds of men or women to get
anything of a material nature they so desire.
True education means mind development,
not merely the gathering and classifying
of knowledge. Personal Viability is the
development of the mind to find out the
things we do not know and to use the
knowledge and resource possessed by
oneself and others.
The viable person who can intelligently
use the knowledge possessed by another is
as much or more educated than the person
who has the knowledge but does not use
the knowledge.

l Action.
Beliefs and Values
The four Objectives of the first IBP, which is
still the focused in the revised IBP.
Parallel
Development,
Balance
Development, Sustainable Development,
and Stable Development.
Goal.
Our goal comprises of the following as
identified above;
The Destiny, the Vision, the Mission
Statement.
Strategy
Are the three components of the Financial
Plan concept, which is the Short Term
Component, The Medium Term component,
The Long Term Component.
Plan
This is the skeleton lay out plan for
implementation.
Action.
Implementation of the programs/project
as shown on the skeleton lay out plan.

Furthermore, the viable person is rich and
prosperous through intelligent use of all
resources, both tangible and intangible, to
satisfy all her needs, to become self-reliant
and financially independent.
Personal Viability training is about solving
one’s problems, to survive and to succeed.
Personal Viability training is about
finding yourself, owning yourself and being
yourself.
Overview of LSDL
Lihir Sustainable Development Limited is
a company duly incorporated to implement
projects and programs under the Lihir
Sustainable Development Plan.
One of the key programs LSDL will be
facilitating in the initial stages is to conduct
the PV Courses to reach the 14,400 people on
Lihir. The PV courses is a two weeks program
which is basically designed to make you
aware of what you are and the abundance
resources around you. The next program
after the PV course is PV Homeschool. PV
HomeSchool is a bridge between theory and
practical. The PV HomeSchool is designed
to convert human resource into human
assets. PV HomeSchool is a family school
where the whole family learn together by
doing instead of learning through listening
& writing. PV HomeSchool is a controlled
environment where PV members practice
PV lessons. These lessons are found in the PV
HomeSchool Focus and PV Culture.
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LSDP Special - Ward Plan

Wards 5 Year
Rolling Plan
These Ward budgets comprises of three sources of funding;
1. LSDP fundings from the revised Integrated
Benefit Package (IBP)
2. VDS fundings paid by Lihir Gold Limited (LGL) for the scheme
3. NRLLG fundings from the 30% royalty paid to NRLLG
There are other fundings to the Wards term as LGL’s ongoing commitment
whose amount is not included because LGL is still implementing them,
but they are services to the Wards.
The rundown amount is based on the Local Level Government’s revised
budget and priority project listing of each Wards.
Wards
Ward 1

Activities 2007
2008
2009
2010
LSDP
392,300.00
392,300.00
392,300.00
392,300.00
VDS
356,843.00
356,843.00
356,843.00
356,843.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
879,143.00
879,143.00
879,143.00
879,143.00
						
Ward 2
LSDP
347,300.00
347,300.00
347,300.00
347,300.00
VDS
367,908.00
367,908.00
367,908.00
367,908.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
845,208.00
845,208.00
845,208.00
845,208.00
						
Ward 3
LSDP
0.00
119,881.00
119,881.00
119,881.00
VDS
351,656.00
351,656.00
351,656.00
351,656.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
481,656.00
481,656.00
481,656.00
481,656.00
						
Ward 4
LSDP
100,761.00
100,761.00
100,761.00
100,761.00
VDS
263,597.00
263,597.00
263,597.00
263,597.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
494,358.00
494,358.00
494,358.00
494,358.00
						
Ward 5
LSDP
110,708.00
110,708.00
110,708.00
110,708.00
VDS
296,402.00
296,402.00
296,402.00
296,402.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
537,110.00
537,110.00
537,110.00
537,110.00
						
Ward 6
LSDP
224,090.00
224,090.00
224,090.00
224,090.00
VDS
198,716.00
198,716.00
198,716.00
198,716.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
552,806.00
552,806.00
552,806.00
552,806.00
						
Ward 7
LSDP
110,152.00
110,152.00
110,152.00
110,152.00
VDS
235,166.00
235,166.00
235,166.00
235,166.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
475,318.00
475,318.00
475,318.00
475,318.00
						
Ward 8
LSDP
179,797.00
179,797.00
179,797.00
179,797.00
VDS
309,889.00
309,889.00
309,889.00
309,889.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
619,686.00
619,686.00
619,686.00
619,686.00
						
Ward 9
LSDP
95,000.00
101,756.00
101,756.00
101,756.00
VDS
266,878.00
266,878.00
266,878.00
266,878.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
491,878.00
498,634.00
498,634.00
498,634.00
						
Ward 10
LSDP
203,494.00
203,494.00
203,494.00
203,494.00
VDS
228,811.00
228,811.00
228,811.00
228,811.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
562,305.00
562,305.00
562,305.00
562,305.00
						
Ward 11a
LSDP
257,000.00
257,000.00
257,000.00
257,000.00
VDS
223,138.00
223,138.00
223,138.00
223,138.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
610,138.00
610,138.00
610,138.00
610,138.00
						
Ward 11b
LSDP
240,000.00
240,000.00
240,000.00
240,000.00
VDS
335,039.00
335,039.00
335,039.00
335,039.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
705,039.00
705,039.00
705,039.00
705,039.00
						
Ward 12
LSDP
188,094.00
188,094.00
188,094.00
188,094.00
VDS
2,419,960.00
2,419,960.00 2,419,960.00 2,419,960.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
2,738,054.00
2,738,054.00 2,738,054.00 2,738,054.00
						
Ward 13
LSDP
285,000.00
285,000.00
285,000.00
285,000.00
VDS
273,074.00
273,074.00
273,074.00
273,074.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
688,074.00
688,074.00
688,074.00
688,074.00
						
Ward 14
LSDP
108,767.00
108,767.00
108,767.00
108,767.00
VDS
260,317.00
260,317.00
260,317.00
260,317.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
499,084.00
499,084.00
499,084.00
499,084.00
						
Ward 15
LSDP
232,000.00
232,000.00
232,000.00
232,000.00
VDS
345,610.00
345,610.00
345,610.00
345,610.00
NRLLG
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
130,000.00
TOTAL
707,610.00
707,610.00
707,610.00
707,610.00
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Total
1,569,200.00
1,427,372.00
520,000.00
3,516,572.00
1,389,200.00
1,471,632.00
520,000.00
3,380,832.00
359,643.00
1,406,624.00
520,000.00
2,286,267.00
403,044.00
1,054,388.00
520,000.00
1,977,432.00
442,832.00
1,185,608.00
520,000.00
2,148,440.00
896,360.00
794,864.00
520,000.00
2,211,224.00
440,608.00
940,664.00
520,000.00
1,901,272.00
719,188.00
1,239,556.00
520,000.00
2,478,744.00
400,268.00
1,067,512.00
520,000.00
1,987,780.00
813,976.00
915,244.00
520,000.00
2,249,220.00
1,028,000.00
892,552.00
520,000.00
2,440,552.00
960,000.00
1,340,156.00
520,000.00
2,820,156.00
752,376.00
9,679,840.00
520,000.00
10,952,216.00
1,140,000.00
1,092,296.00
520,000.00
2,752,296.00
435,068.00
1,041,268.00
520,000.00
1,996,336.00
928,000.00
1,382,440.00
520,000.00
2,830,440.00

Community Events

The Old Man of Mahur...
On the top of Mahur Island there lives
an old man.
In fact he is so old that he can no longer
walk down from his Motzunbal home to
wet his feet, perhaps for the last time in a
sea that many years ago offered adventure
and a trip into the unknown from his
beloved island.
Kut recalls remembers the day he left
Mahur to become a policeman “so many
years ago” to Lihir i Lamel reporter Jimmy
Matapi Peter.
“On the day I left home my recently
widowed mother cried so hard that I
wanted to stay back, but I did not have
much choice because I was hand picked
with other young men in the village by the
men from the ship and ordered to board
the MV Arebes to take us to Rabaul where I
was to become a policeman,” said Kut.
Like so many Papua New Guineans born
around his time, Kut does not know the
year he was born but he remembers well
his mother Bolas and father Kereso who
raised Kut, sister Ianatunuwan and brother
Blasam on the plateau on Mahur.
“Like all young men at that time we spent
our days on the beaches and in the bushes
and then one day a boat came with some
white people who forcefully recruited the

villagers to be made in policeman,” Kut
continued. “I was one of them. After a tearful
farewell we sailed to Tabar and anchored at
Sos, but no one joined us there so we sailed
away again, this time to Rabaul.”
“In Rabaul we stayed near Mount Kabiu
where we trained to be policeman and
later on where sent to New Guinea as front
line policemen to protect the white Patrol
Officers and kiaps as they went into the
interior to places like Wau and Tipada,” he
recalled.
“We wore khaki trousers, carried
water bottles, axes and guns and spent
months patrolling the area with our boss
McArthur.
“We also shot plenty people who
attacked us with bows and arrows while
shouting ‘Opeo mangamanga bangbanga’
as we went further into the hinterland as
far as Chimbu where we built an airstrip.
“After Chimbu we all walked back to Lae
and when we arrived at Watut we were all
skin and bone and the locals there cried for
us and welcomed us as heroes.
“We returned to Rabaul and then with
my friends Dalien from Londolovit, Rarin
and Tuanta from Nissan Island we were
sent to Bougainville on the MV Maiwara to
work as policemen.”

After serving on Bougainville for over a
year Kut returned to Mahur and married
his childhood sweetheart Apolonia who
bore a daughter Rindun who now lives at
Kwelam.
“Unfortunately Apolonia passed away.
Anyway I married Apolonoa and we had a
child Rindun who now lives at Kwelam.
“After she died I married Sehe here and
have Merikeri, Bernard Opnai, Stanis Mary
and Mary Buin.”
“I also worked at Karu building parts
of the (Buluminski) highway with other
Lihirians Zikzakieh Wathat, working for
nothing , no knives, tamioks (axes) digging
out tree stumps, it was hard physical labour
with the Japanese and then the Americans
arrived and bombed and machine gunned
us. “Two boys died, one from Masahet
and one from Sepik. Then Tsoltsolmatel
from Masahet came over and asked me
to become a Tultul to replace Bitzik and
Lusem.”
From then on Kut built the stone paths,
stone walls to fence in pigs, space for
gardens and pigs, track to the beach,
planting coconuts and betelnuts.
His secret to long life is ‘be humble,
believe in yourself and not magic.’

Sekunkun school
marks Children’s Days

Family join in song: The Tukas family joins the day with a few songs. From left are father
Gabriel Tukas, sons James and John on keyboard, daughter Gabriella on guitar, mum
Francesca and nephew Tarcy.

Children from Sekunkun Primary
School took a day off from classes to
celebrate International Children’s Day
on Tuesday, November 20.
This year’s Children’s Day theme was
‘Come to me, Our Rights is Your Responsibility.’
The celebration began with a church
service in the morning and numerous
activities followed throughout the day
including speeches from invited guests,
performances and a special lunch for the
children.
The speakers included Londolovit

District Court Magistrate Sam Lavutul who
delivered the main address.
Speaking during the gathering President
of Petzorme Women Association Jacklyn
Membup advised parents to respect their
kid’s right and for the kids to also respect
their parents as responsibility is everyone’s
duty.
Townsite
womens
representative
Caroline Mason was also a speaker and she
challenged the students to find something
that they like doing and do it.
“Dream the dream and live it”, she
concluded.

Lihir mine leads the way
Lihir stood out as the only mining area
that has multi-stakeholder engagement,
full
community
participation
and
sustainable programs in place for the
people when the mining project closes on
the island.
This was evident during a three-day
Mine Affected Women Foundation (MAWF)
workshop held in Madang on October 2123. Participants, mainly women and some
men, from the other mining areas of Porgera,
Tolukuma, Ok Tedi, Panguna, that either have
ceased operations or have been in operation
for years, spoke of the damages the mining
projects have caused to their environment
and the livelihood of the people.
There were participants also from the new
and proposed mining areas of Simberi, Feni,
Ramu Nickel, Wau, and Ambunti who were
there to get firsthand information from the
other participants from mine-affected areas
on the advantages and disadvantages of a
mining project.
President of Petztorme Womens Association
(PWA), Jacklynne Membup, did a presentation
on Lihir and the mining project, which was

different from the other presentations.
Mrs Membup gave an overview of PWA and
its aim in acting as a forum for all women in
Lihir to air their views and concerns in relation
to the mining development.
“When PWA was formed, it had the support
of the mining company, and was working in
partnership with other agencies like the Lihir
Mining Area Landowners Association (LMALA)
and the churches,” said Mrs Membup.
She also told the participants that the
association has moved from strength to
strength and it is the voice of the women
population in the Special Mining Lease area,
Lease Mining Purposes area, and outside the
mine-affected communities.
“When women are not satisfied with
things, there is an avenue for them to air their
gievances,” she added.
Mrs Membup’s presentation was well
received by the participants who described
Lihir as a model of what mining areas should
be like.
Women representative, Elizabeth Matit
from the Fly River, is one participant who
spoke highly of Lihir, saying that the people

of Lihir are fortunate to have a company that
is concerned about the welfare of the women
and people.
Mrs Matit is from Iogi in Kiunga but has
lived all her life along the Fly River which is
greatly affected by the Ok Tedi mine because
it dumps its tailings directly into the river
system.
“Before we used to make gardens along the
Fly River, but now the river is dead because
of the waste and acid build-up, no more fish,
our gardens, fruit trees, hunting grounds have
been damaged, and even our staple food, our
sago is contaminated,” she said.
She said the dredge machine, which is used
to remove sediments deposited over time
since the Ok Tedi mine started about 24 years
ago, along the Fly River also poses a danger to
the environment.
“The people are divided, some are not
concerned about the environment and
livelihood because of the money,” she said.
She added that the mining project has
robbed them off their livelihood by damaging
their gardens and fishing grounds, and also
because they are not entitled to any royalty

payments since the mining project started.
“Those of us who live downstream do not
get any benefits, only the 17 villages in the
SML area where the actual mining operation
is taking place,” said Mrs Matit.
Mrs Matit attended the MAWF workshop as
another way to address these issues because
the Government has turned a deaf ear on
them since they first raised their concerns
with them.
MAWF, a non-governmental organization,
was established to bring together mine
affected women to share their experiences
and for other women leaders to take their
concerns forward in pursuit to achieve
positive results.
The organization eventuated in 2004
during a workshop run by Centre for Environmental Research and Development (CERD), an
Incorporated Association for mine-affected
communities.
CERD is a non-governmental, non profit
organization established to advocate for the
communities whose rights have been or could
be deprived because of irresponsible mining
activities throughout Papua New Guinea.
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Billy ‘the doc’ joins
public health team
On the 5th of November 2007,
the Community Liaison Department
welcomed a new member of their staff,
Dr Billy Selve from ‘beautiful Madang’.
Dr Selve is a Public Health Specialist and
grew up in a health orientated family. He
was born in Minj in the Western Highlands
Province where his father worked for the
first Malaria Control School in the Pacific.
At an early age of 5 he knew the names of a
number of different mosquito species. This
was the start in his interest in Public Health.
In 1969 attended then the only
government High Schools in the Western
Highlands Province, Mt Hagen High - the
same batch as former PM Mr Paias Wingti
and Police Commissioner Sam Inguba just to
name a few big names. At the time of colonial
administration life was a challenge – but
the government support for education was
amazing and in 1979 completed his Bachelor
of Medicine and Bachelor of Surgery degree
at the University of PNG. After graduation
he served with the PNGDF for six years,
Evangelical Brotherhood Church for 3 years
the Government for almost 3 years and the
Mines for 9 years.

Helt Tok
wantaim

Diabetes is a disease where
the sugar level in the blood is
too high. There are different
causes of diabetes. In a small
number of cases the body
stops making a chemical
called insulin but in most
cases it is because people stop
eating traditional PNG food,
become fat and do not get
enough exercise. Diabetes is
a serious disease and will have
serious effects on a person’s
health if they do not make the
necessary life changes.
People Most likely to
Develop Diabetes are:
• People who no longer eat
traditional PNG food.
• Those living in urban areas,
but it is becoming more
common in rural areas now.
• Occupations with little or no
manual jobs like operators,
drivers and office workers.
• People who are
over
weight

His mining experience goes back to 1991
when he was the third doctor employed
at Porgera PJV during the construction
stage and another 8 years with the Misima
Mines Ltd as the Chief Medical Officer. At
the winding down of the mining operation
he accepted a job offer by Fr Jan Czuba of
the Divine Word University, Madang as the
founding Dean of the Faculty of Health
Sciences in March 2004 for three years.
He now joins the Lihir Health team with
a vision founded on wealth of experience
in the field of health in some of the most
remote parts of PNG. He is a strong believer
in everyone taking pride in “self” and
taking more proactive approaches towares
personal health through sustainable health
programs driven by local communities. His
objective is to promote the ‘healthy village
concept; through a model healthy village
concept in villages.
“This – as it stands today – may be the only
way to bring real value to life, not only the
control of communicable diseases such as
Tuberculosis, Malaria, HIV/AIDS, Lymphatic
Filariasis and worm infestations but also life
style disease which is known exist in mining

Diabetes or
‘Sik Suga’

Common signs of Diabetes:
• Most people with diabetes
do not know they have the
disease. They usually find
out when they have a blood
test for some other reason.
Some people with diabetes
may experience:
• Thirst and drinking large
amount of fluids.
• Passing large amount of
urine.
• Poor eye sight.
• Bad sores on the feet.
• When the condition is very
severe some people might
loose weight.
Diabetes can be Controlled:
• Get advice from a health
professional.
• Diabetes is a controllable
disease and you must be
responsible for your own
health.
• Eat a traditional PNG diet
but be careful to only eat

coconut once a week.
• Avoid processed foods from
the shop.
• Do not take food and drink
with lots of sugar (taste
sweet).
• Get regular exercise and try
to loose weight if you are
fat.
• If
necessary,
take
medications as prescribed
by a health professional.
People With Diabetes Should
Also Remember:
• Not to smoke.
• Not to drink more than 6
cans of beer per week.
If you want to know whether
you have diabetes or not,
come and see Lihir Medical
Centre staff for a blood
check.
Information supplied by
Health Education Section.

Doctor Billy Selve...stoops for a drink of fresh water at Matakues
during his orientation tour around the island.
communities.”
He hopes only to be just an initiator
of programs which really are National
Departments facilitated through church
agencies and donor organizations. LGL will
only play a catalyst role and the rest should
really be the people.
“This is common sense – since they will be
the ones most affected.”
He also has a vision for an upgrade of the
Palie Health Centre to a Rural Hospital status
with a doctor equipped with laboratory

facility, portable X ray unit, and an Operating
Theatre with trained staffs – ‘it will ultimately
be the peoples Hospital’. This will relieve
the load from the ISOS medical center and
with faith and a common vision, observe a
sustainable health system for the people of
Lihir in the years to come.
This is to him is paraphrased in one
sentence “…It is my dream that the Lihir
community health system will one day be
like a beacon in the midst of rough waves
glowing ‘a kind of’ an effective health system
for others to see.”

HIV AIDS cases on the
rise in Lihir sub-District
The Lihir sub-district has the highest
number of confirmed HIV/AIDS cases in
New Ireland Province.
This is according to New Ireland Provincial
Counseling and Care Coordinator Audrey
Gilis.
Mrs Gilis said out of the reported 70
confirmed cases in New Ireland Province,
20 are from the NRLLG area.
She added Lihir is developing rapidly and
with development comes social issues like
squatter settlements and HIV/AIDS.
Therefore in such places there are a lot
of activities going on and the virus is either
being contracted or spread.
Mrs Gilis visited Lihir for a few days from
November 6 to 9 to seek assistance from
willing business houses and organisations
to help set up Voluntary Counseling Test
(VCT) sites here on the Island.
NRLLG has only one site for HIV testing
and that is the Lihir Medical Centre operated
by ISOS Medical Services.

She said that the testing site at the
Medical Centre is only for employees whilst
the wider community does not have a
place to go and test to know their HIV/AIDS
status.
Mrs. Gilis plans to set up two VCT sites
here in Lihir; one at Palie and the other in
Londolovit township area.
She added that the set up of the place
will be such that anyone can go to and test
without the feeling of being discriminated
against.
She explained that once anyone goes in
for testing he/she will be counseled prior
to and after the test.
She said also that if a person is found
positive than he/she will have access to free
medical treatment from the government.
Information from the Lihir Medical
Centre shows that of the 17 confirmed
cases detected at the centre, 14 are male
and three are female.

Lemakot students complete training at Palie
Vincencia Lamin, Bertrand Kikira and
Marilyn Tommy (pictured from left to
right) are trainee Community Health
Workers (CHW) from the Lemakot School
of Nursing on mainland New Ireland.
They recently completed 10 weeks of
training at the Palie Health Centre on Lihir
which ended on November 9.
The final year students will be graduating
on January 23 next year. They had to
undergo the training as part of their final
assignment in order to graduate.
The trio said they enjoyed their time at
Palie and are most thankful to the friendly
staff for the opportunity to gain invaluable
experience of working in a hospital.
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“As CHWs, we were involved in carrying
out health awareness and education
programs and act as front line health care
workers for people living in communities
and working in the hospital has given us
more insight into how hospitals and health
centre operate,” said Ms Tommy.
“Our motto is ‘prevention is better then
cure’ and we would like to encourage
everyone to follow this motto to live health
and safe lives.”
“Not only can we prevent illnesses and
mishaps, but we can also lessen the burden
on our health systems by prevention,” she
said.
Picture & Story by Jimmy Peter
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Roads gets sealed

Bik rot long ples Zeun igo inap
long Palie bai kamap kolta rot,
Lihir Gold Limited Konstraksen
Menesa Garry Moore i bin tok.
Em i tok em i hamamas long
wanem dispela wok bilong
putim kolta long rot em wanpela
agrimen insait long Integrated
Benefits Package (IBP) we kampani
i bin putim hanmak wantaim ol
papagraun long kamapim dispela
kain rot long ailan.
Mr Moore i tok moa yet olsem

sampela wok ikamap pinis long
rot we ol wokman i putim pinis
kolta long em olsem long bas
stop long Kapit igo inap bris long
Londolovit tasol bikpela ren i
mekim na wok ino pinis hariap.
Sapos ino bin ren bai wok i pinis
tasol long tupela wik.
Ol lokol kontraka olsem Lakaka
Group of Companies na Morro
Limited i wok long redim na
stretim rot bilong putim kolta na
Dekenai Construction, wanpela

The Youth Cross passing through Kapit

kampani bilong Mosbi bai i putim
kolta long rot.
Em i tok tu olsem dispela wok
bilong putim kolta long rot igo
olsem long Zuen em nambawan
hap bilong wok na bihain bai ol
wokman i stat putim kolta long
ples Putput igo inap long Palie.
Bihain bai ol wokman i putim ol
mak bilong rot olsem ol sainpos
na krosing taim olgeta wok bilong
putim kolta i pinis.

Yut kruse ikam long lihir
Thousands
of
faithful
Catholic around Lihir gathered
on the shores of Palie on Friday
November 3 to witness the
arrival of the World Youth Day
Cross. (pictured left)
A banana boat carrying the
cross decorated in Tabar “bilas”
was accompanied by a flotilla
of similar boats filled by Tabar
islanders brought the cross safely
from their home across the seas
as the cross makes its way thru
the Catholic stronghold islands
of New Ireland.
On Lihir the cross travelled to
the all four islands making up the
Lihir Group where church services
were held based on messages of
Christ’s love for humanity.
The Youth Cross is an international event leading up to the
2008 World Youth Day which will
be held in Sydney from 15-20th
July.
The theme of the gathering
will be “You will receive power

when the Holy Spirit has come
upon you; and you will be my
witnesses” (Acts 1:8)
World Youth Day was an
initiative of Pope John Paul II,
inspired by massive gatherings
of young people in Rome
celebrating the Youth Jubilee
in 1984 and the United Nations
International Year of Youth in
1985.
He wanted to bring together
young Catholics from around
the world to celebrate and learn
about their faith on a more
regular basis.
At that time Pope John
Paul entrusted to the world’s
youth a symbol of Christ’s love
for humanity “to be carried
throughout the world”: the
colossal wooden crucifix, now
known as the ‘World Youth Day
Cross’.
From Lihir the Cross travelled
to Tanga as it’s continued its
journey.

Students visit power station
Picture & Story By Cynthia Karani
Twenty grade seven pupils of Lakaziz Primary School,
Masahet Island were fortunate to visit the geothermal
power station on Tuesday November 13.
Their teacher William Nalek said the students were in
awe when they saw the big turbines generating power
from steam some of them even said they wanted to
work at the power station when they grow up.
He added the excursion is an annual activity for their
school as it gives the students a chance for them to
experience the practical side of the theory lessons that
they learn in class.
In this case the students are here on a science
excursion as they are currently studying electricity and
the appropriate place for them to visit is the geothermal
power station.
Nalek said there are twenty more students from
school yet to visit the power station.
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Kayos still tops

TRY AGAIN: The Maintenance team who lost the snooker grand final to the Kayos.
Supply Kayos, sponsored by Brian Bell,
ISAS Ltd and NCS, have retained the Lihir
Island camp snooker title.
This time, the Kayos KO’d LGL Town
Maintenance in straight frames, 4-0 in a
best of 7 frames grand final at the LGL Camp
Two wet mess last Friday night.
Missing their star players Kaynawi Popal
and Murphy Lokoloko, the Kayos showed
they have plenty of reserve by defending
the crown they won last year.

Led by skipper Dennis ‘Hasler’ Kunabu
and anchored by a vocal support crowd,
Kunabu and his vice captain Benny ‘Kunai’
Gawi, won the first frame before Herry Sakio
and Penny Niulani completed the double.
By now Paul Aisir’s Maintenance boys had
to win the next frame to stay alive but their
hopes took a further dive when Karo Yama
and Leon Undi teamed up to take the third
frame.
Starring at a whitewash, Aisir sent in his

Meri Krismas
Mipela ol wokmanmeri bilong Lihir I Lamel i laik tok
Meri Krismas na Hepi Niu Yia long olgeta manmeri na
pikinini husat i save ridim dispela niuspepa bilong
yumi – Lihir I Lamel. Mipela i hamamas tru long yupela
long ridim niuspepa, tokim mipela long ol stori, raitim
pas i kam long mipela na tu long pasin poromanmeri
bilong yupela olgeta. Mipela i hamamas tru na mipela
i laikim bai dispela gutpela wokbung namel long yumi
olgeta bai stap yet long niupela yia 2008.
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best pair which seem to pay dividends as
they cleared the table of their balls.
But the Kayos kept their nerve with
skipper Kunabu partnering Billy ‘the kid’
Arogo for the fourth frame.
The frame went down to the wire with
both teams facing the black ball. In the end,
the Kayos skipper Kunabu potted the black
to keep the title.
Team Manager Paul ‘no play up’ Doboi was
a happy man. “I am relieved, the pressure is

off,” he said.
Maintenance captain Paul Aisir thanked
the Kayos for their winning effort and
reminded all players that in sport, the result
may be in favour of one team but everybody
is a winner.
Aisir thanked the NCS camp recreation
services for organizing the snooker
competition.

A call for good sportsmanship
A youth leader from Baronham has called on youth in
the area to co-operate so they can all enjoy uninterrupted
sports programs.
Monica Beno, Vice President of the Baronham Sports
Association made this call as fresh plans are being made
to restart the areas sporting calendar early next year after
a one year absence.
“In 2007 we had no sports because we did not work
together as a team and we were also lazy which meant
our sports program had to be put on hold for a year,” Ms
Beno said.
She said this caused the cancellation of the 2007 season,
and said the Association plans to have bigger and better
competition in 2008.
Plans are underway for volleyball to be added rugby
touch and soccer to be played by men and soccer and
rugby touch to the women’s volleyball games.
She said the six men and womens teams are looking
forward to the 2008 season.
Ms Beno also called on other youth and sports leaders
around Lihir to make plans for activities for young people,
especially in sports to raise the level of the games and
at the same time keep young people occupied as part
of the plan to stop them from getting involved in illicit
activities.

